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Written for ladies who wish to live the good life, Swell's description of such one is a bon vivant,
but not a snob. The Swell is definitely witty, wily and incredibly smooth, an original 21st
hundred years fox and all in all she's the girl we all want to be.
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Eh.One is still left with the impression that it is easy to end up being swell if you are a arty
black-clad New York girl; However, myself and the women around me are not cookie cutter
versions of desperate housewives so to say. Maybe I'm not really glamourous enough for this
book. Perhaps it did make me strive for more glamour in my life, but when I set the reserve
down and realized my completely suburban existence, the publication came up brief with
truly translatable wisdom. Swellness is usually 'wellness with an "s" in the front side' (that's for
the 'sweetness' in life with a whole lot of 'spirit' and a little 'style') and is really as very much
our fantasy as reality; At 28, I was far too aged because of this one. Fun and funny, but don't
take it too seriously Don't think of the book as either an etiquette guide or a way of living
manual. If you aren't wealthy, young, single and living in NEW YORK, don't try this at home. I
own this book in fact it is true that a few of these tips of advice are for glamourous
"Manhattanians" but it is still all fun in the same. That doesn't mean it isn't an entertaining go
through.sorry, the similarities are simply too obvious not to repeat the comparison. [STINKS] I
have to admit, I only bought this publication because I collect etiquette books and the authors
were frequently quoted in the fashion magazines I read .?.. Think of it as a glimpse of an exotic
and fantastic make-believe globe. But I could've finished with some pointers to more swell
resources (drink dishes, swell shoe stores, Icons of Swell, etc. funny, but are they
serious??MAKE A BUCK - DON'T CARE HOW YOU MAKE IT? I was happily reading this book
and getting amused by the little stories. Not really sure if any of it is relevant but I thought it
had been an entertaining go through when I was stopped dead in my own tracks with their
advertising of shatoosh. Total failure on every possible level I acquired this book as a college
graduation present three years back and hadn't opened it (or missed it) till today.. Points for
swell style, but just a little short on swell info The tone is appropriately light and breezy and
the be-yourself-you-fabulous-thing philosophy a welcome differ from women's media
exhorting their readers to improve. You can do that at any age group, also. Buy it utilized, like I
did so. The Chiru are thought as being a 'very risky of extinction in the wild soon. Entertaining,
fluffy, &?. Sure, there are some equipment in the publication that will can be found in handy hangover remedies, how to emerge from a limo at a big Hollywood premiere, how exactly to
throw together a final minute New Year's Eve party that culminates at nighttime on a
trampoline - but let's face it, this is simply not going to be considered a daily primer for your
daily life.) and fewer stories about how fabulously swell the two writers were. Cute -- amusing
actually but just a little light on useful info. this reserve could've used just a little broader
scope than SoHo. The women of "Swell" don't function in cubicles, don't possess kids, can go
out on the city every night, possess weekend retreats and lots of zany friends. These girls
crack me up. The book is completely awful. I'd return the book but the effort isn't value the
excess expense and I currently invested enough ... Page 88, "You see the three Jelly Beans
sitting in the bottom of your purse and suddenly you think, Mmm, they look good enough to
use. While I'm sure the authors are really hip and toss great parties I believe they hire people
for the important details, maybe they should have hired those same visitors to provide the
very important details for this book A useful reference for manners and etiquette of the 90s
girl I think this reserve contains a whole lot of great and fun suggestions for women who throw
parties, shop, eat away, and do stuff that everyone does. It suggests presents, party programs,
and tipping and many more. I think it's really a unique and fun reserve to have. light & witty
Think of a female Dean Martin, & you've got this book." So for that - I cannot recommend this
book. I mean who hasn't tipped before? Unfortunately, the suggestions of putting on the
shahtoosh will not help the already "endangered species" that the shahtoosh will be made,

which may be the Tibetan antelope.? Entertaining practical advice. Entertaining practical
advice. Not only is this illegal (that they recognize with a 'shhh.. In many many ways the
reserve is certainly abhorrently tacky as in the case of how to deal with one evening stands:
"The morning after: Scram or scramble eggs? Definitely! So whatever you non-boring people
that want to laugh and willing to have a few risks even in your small town this one is for you
personally." Further sections get into just how much you should suggestion and who you
should suggestion. WHY WOULD YOU WANT TO ESPOUSE THE Development OF WEARING
FUR NOWADAYS? on ocassion genuinely useful. I really can't take this publication too
seriously for any type of advice. Need an example?I found the assistance incomplete and
superficial, there are actual occasions where in fact the authors change subjects mid sentence
and do not return to end the thought or the advice, where was the editor? It's a great go
through if nothign else. I should also state that that is clearly a significant problem with this
book: nothing is genuinely critical or lengthy plenty of to supply real help.WHAT THE HECK
ARE THESE GALS Performing ADVOCATING THE WEARING OF FUR ON Clothes? Don't make
a complete chapter on advice on fashion if you are only likely to spend 6 web pages on it.
kinda stupid this book does contain SOME useful advice, like the usefully detailed section on
tipping & 'duking' for services received, but the majority of this "useful" advice is probably
already well known for you (who hasn't disguised & decked out remove or store-bought
meals for last-minute guests?).' A swell can be any age, it isn't a state of mind for the young upand-coming gals. Swell?" "The no-pajama party on Saturday. There are very few individuals
who can use the clothes shown on "Sex in the town" in real life without searching ridiculous,
and the same applies to the tips in this book. To be truthful I completed many of these factors
and I have children and live a somewhat surburban life. The book's authors keep their sassy
_sex_in_the_city_ tone throughout, but unless you're a denizon on manhatten, I'm uncertain
how useful this book can actually be. Most of us soaked it up and became more fabulous than
we were before. No phrase on Sunday. It's fun and it'll make you feel fabulous! Enjoy Life But
Give It Some Exhilaration With Zaniness! A swell isn't perfect; the crucial thing isn't to be
bored. Put a little actions in your daily life. SWELL is helpful information to 'navigating the
globe with just a little swagger and lots of grace. I'VE BUT ONE CRITICISM. I have a web site,
"Welcome to My World. that's what allows you to end up being upbeat when things are not
moving so easily. I recommend you get it used. Additionally it is us 'been there' females
who're not prepared to give up on the 'good life' just yet. When it comes to good fortune, a
swell leaves nothing to possibility. Famously lucky folks have selective memories;" It really is
for all races, and the images are of young ladies, so keep your cool and you will learn to 'be
cool. 'This, as well, shall move' is a good motto. A cute present for a gal just leaving university.
it's a fun idea of cruising through lifestyle in the fast lane, considering big thoughts.it really is
on the black marketplace') but ignorant.? The authors keep referring to Frank Sinatra and Holly
Golightly as versions to emulate. This book did make me laugh, but I think a lot of their advice
was intended as a tale. Some of it had been very good, like buying take-out, then adding a few
"homemade" touches to pass it off as your own.." This small gem was found in the short advice
on fashion section. The Chiru will be extinct because of the fashion demands for shatoosh
which is manufactured out of the 'beard' hairs of this antelope. a "Swell" ethos with no social
conscience The brilliant and witty ethos of Cynthia Rowley and Ilene Rosenzweig shows
creativity and talent.' It doesn't hurt to use a little flash, as well, in your own little globe. Well,
we should all care about just how many species on this planet we endanger or extinct.. It's all
cutesy little bullhockey examples that never really delve deeper.? Is usually THIS THE WAY

OF THE WORLD TODAY? It could work for you some of the period, but adopt it as a formula
for living at your personal risk. THEY WILL BE INFLUENCING THE FEMALES OF THE LAND
WITH THEIR FEMME FATALLE ADVICE. I understand for many women that is already pretty
common sense.IS IT ALL ABOUT THE MONEY? Swell may be the place where spirit and style
meet. Actually, their lives would make a great sitcom on HBO.???... How could they promote
Shatoosh???? Take the "shahtoosh" for instance, that is advocated to wear instead of a layer,
as the "in" factor. Cynthia - Insightful and Funny Just mainly because her clothes are both
stylish and fun, therefore is her delightful reserve. So some of you naysayers out there believe
that this can be just one pet, and who cares? The illustrations and anecdotes certainly are a
enjoyment.?. Why do two brilliantly funny and skilled women want to create a market for
animal fur adornment on clothing?? Driving an animal to extinction isn't 'swell' with me.
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